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🔥All the President’s Men... George Nader, a Trump
Transition Team member was arrested today on more
child pornography charges... 🔥
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George Nader, convicted in 2003 on 10 counts of abusing 
underage boys and sentenced to one year of prison in Prague, 
heads up Trump’s secret foreign policy team w Eliot Broidy & 
Michael Cohen -money launderers and RNC Chairman WTF

@VP is OK w it  aljazeera.com/news/2018/04/m…
447 3:44 AM - May 22, 2018
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Mueller probe: Who is George Nader, convicted paedophile?
How did Nader, a former adviser of UAE crown prince and
paedophile, get high-level access to White House officials?
aljazeera.com

Trump and his team knew he abused children because he was arrested, pled guilty

and served time for it... but it didn’t bother them. THINK ABOUT THAT. How many

of you would hang with a convicted pedophile⁉
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😳Nader had heart surgery recently and was headed to an appt in the US when he

was arrested at JFK . The @FBI found a dozen graphic pornographic videos of

YOUNG BOYS on his iPhone when his devices and luggage were seized in Jan ‘18 for

matters relating to Mueller’s investigation

👀 Nader wasn’t just watching videos... He was convicted of committing sex acts with

10 underage boys in Europe AND he was friends w Trump, Pence, Kushner, Prince,

Broidy, MBZ, MBS after that arrest...🤔 Birds of a feather...
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Mueller probe: Who is George Nader, convicted paedophile?
How did Nader, a former adviser of UAE crown prince and paedophile, get high-
level access to White House officials?
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🔥So... about Seychelles. “There are some things that MIGHT be LEGAL in the

country you visit, but still illegal in the United States.... and prosecutable”
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🔥🐍 Trump’s Swamp 🐊🔥
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